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Guitarists José Dias and Francesca Naibo created a two-
volume album based on their musical correspondence across 
a period of nearly one year (2020-2021). This is not 
merely a remote collaboration triggered by lockdown, but 
an intense process of mutual discovery, respect, and 
cooperation. Dias sent Naibo a set of solo improvisations 
to which she replied with her own and vice-versa. The 
album track list is organised chronologically, where each 
track is the response to the previous solo or group of 
solos. Both musicians agreed that there would not be 
overdubbed tracks, as that would not correspond to the 
way the process was conducted. The album documents their 
mutual challenging and their personal experiences, with 
Dias based in Manchester and Naibo in Milan. 

This is now the first volume of that process, released by 
Copperfly Records. Volume two will be released in October 
this year. Both volumes will be exclusively digital and 
can be downloaded at francescanaibo.bandcamp.com and 
josedias.bandcamp.com

For more info please visit:
francescanaibo.com
josediasmusic.com
copperfly.co.uk

https://francescanaibo.bandcamp.com/
https://josedias.bandcamp.com/
http://www.francescanaibo.com/en/
https://www.josediasmusic.com/
http://copperfly.co.uk/
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Francesca Naibo, guitarist from Vittorio Veneto (Italy) 
based in Milan, moves fluently across all the different 
conjugations of the guitar, from the classic, the 
electric, to the fretless and the pedal steel. Involved 
in the research for solo performance, she is focused on 
exploring sound in the divergent yet sonically similar 
fields of free improvisation, contemporary music and 
classical repertoire. She’s particularly interested in 
using both the acoustic and the electric nature of her 
instrument, adventuring from roaring drones till 
microscopic vibrations.

She studied in Venice, Milan, Bern and Basel graduating 
in classical guitar and free improvisation, and has an 
extensive concert activity (among others,  Festival 
Angelica, IPERESTESIA Festival). She worked with 
important composers like Helmut Lachenmann and George 
Lewis and she realized the transcription of the 
“Exercises in Futility” by and in collaboration with 
Marc Ribot. Francesca lectured at the "2nd Dublin Guitar 
Symposium" in 2019 on free improvisation and at the 
"21st Century Guitar Conference" in 2021 on Ribot's
pieces.

In 2020 her first solo album “Namatoulee” was released 
by Aut Records and it received enthusiastic reviews. Her 
most recents releases are the EP "Opal" (Dēngyuè
Records) in duo with singer Maddalena Ghezzi and 
"Bluering Underwood" (Aut Records) with the homonymous 
tentet.

Besides her artistic activity, Francesca is a passionate 
teacher at the middle school in Milan.
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José Dias is a Portuguese guitarist, composer and 
improviser from Lisbon, now based in Coventry.

His albums have been widely acclaimed and his first solo 
album, “After Silence, Vol.1” (Clean Feed 2019), was 
described as ‘an introspective masterpiece’ (All About 
Jazz) and listed as one of best albums of 2019 (Giornale
della Musica) and the essential Portuguese jazz albums 
of the new century (Improvisando). 

Dias has an extensive career in jazz and improvised 
music, having performed across Europe for the last 
twenty years with different formations and musicians. He 
is also an avid improviser for silent film.

As a composer, he has scored music for animation, film 
and television, as well as theatre and contemporary 
dance. His music is strongly inspired by the visual arts 
and literature.

José Dias is also a researcher at Coventry University 
and has authored several books and documentary films, 
including Jazz in Europe: Networking and Negotiating 
Identities (Bloomsbury, 2019) and Festa do Jazz (INCM, 
2020) and the documentary Those Who Make it Happen 
(2016).


